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Leukaemia
CARE
Fundraiser

Leukaemia CARE Fundraiser

O

n Friday 13 October 2017, a non-uniform day was held on House Day and a tremendous amount of money was raised by the pupils
and staﬀ for Leukaemia CARE.
Our reasoning for selecting Leukaemia CARE as the charity that will receive the money donated by the school was that a member of the
local community who has a close connection to the school was recently diagnosed with a form of Leukaemia. As well as this, research
conducted by the team made it clear that this charity was a very significant one that was making a large diﬀerence to the lives of many
people. This includes patients, families and friends who have to deal with this horrific experience.
The charity provides very detailed and specific information about symptoms and how to spot blood
cancers but also where you should go if you were spotting any of these signs. Through events such
as Fun Runs and Tough Mudders, they have a greatly significant influence on raising awareness of a
variety of blood and lymphatic cancers.
As well as every pupil wearing at least one item of orange clothing to support the spreading of
awareness of Leukaemia on the non-uniform day, they also donated £2. When they had donated
their £2, they received a wristband with the charity’s name and website on. This was a new feature
of the non-uniform day and made the fundraiser more exciting and memorable.
Alongside this, a raﬄe was organised and run by the Charity Committee in the week leading up to
the non-uniform day. Through the sale of raﬄe tickets and generous donations by both pupils and
staﬀ, over £2000 was raised.
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Royal Appointment for Water polo boys

O

n Thursday 14 September 2017, Bolton School was selected to showcase
the sport of Water polo in an exhibition match in front of the Duke of Cambridge in
Liverpool, along with a selection of other aquatic sports including synchronised
swimming and Scuba diving. Twenty-two boys travelled down by coach and
received an unexpected swim set from Mr. McGinty. After a swimming and passing
warm-up, the players lined up along the far side of the pool ready for the Prince’s
arrival. School captain, Harrison Barker-Smith as well as the players who had
attended the most training sessions last year, Andy Mattison and myself, shook
hands with the Prince and gave some background information on Bolton School
Water polo, including the number of training sessions per week and the previous
successes of the Bolton School teams. After these introductions had been made,
a short exhibition match was played before the Prince, who then departed. The
whole experience was incredible, meeting the future king of England and playing a
match of water polo is not something which happens every day. Looking back
weeks later, it seems almost surreal, but altogether it was an incredible day which
we will all remember.
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Year 7 Trip to
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Year 7 Trip to Patterdale

O

ver the course of the three days and two nights, the Year 7s attend Patterdale
Hall two forms at a time. The Year 7 programme has a focus on transition, encouraging
the boys to work together and get to know their classmates and form teachers in a
diﬀerent environment. For some, their familiarity with the Hall will mean challenging
themselves in diﬀerent ways, whilst the remainder find their feet and settle in. Additional
time is spent learning the correct systems and processes for getting equipment from the
stores, learning to look after themselves and support others.
The full day is spent on a challenging hill day, with several forms climbing the more
substantial peaks in the regions like Cats-y-cam.
Bushcraft, team building, problem solving,
rock climbing and an introduction to paddle
sports complete the programme.
It is a privilege to receive the boys so early in
their secondary school career and know that
the structured outdoor and adventure
learning curriculum over their time at school
will help them develop as fine young men,
with the necessary skills, characters and
attributes to thrive within the world we live.
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Samba Band entertain at Bubble Rush

O

n Sunday 17 September, Bolton School’s Joint Samba
Band performed at Bolton Hospice’s Bubble Rush fundraising
event at Queen’s Park. Eight pupils in Years 8-11, joined by
Mr. Forgrieve and Mr. Bleasdale, were delighted to give an
energy boost to those participating in the 5k run, and they
entertained a receptive and appreciative audience for two
hours. It was most satisfying to see hundreds of smiling faces
of all ages, and it was great that the weather held out for the
duration of the event. The four bubble stations, where
participants were sprayed with foam by Bubble Commandos,
were hugely popular, and there was a lovely atmosphere
throughout the park. It was wonderful to observe
the crowds thoroughly enjoying themselves whilst raising
funds for this worthy cause.
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Charity Bike Ride Marks Passing

F

ormer classmates from Bolton School are reuniting for a
charity bike ride that marks the tragic passing of Jonny Sharples
and Danny Harrison, who died in a car crash ten years ago.
Since this tragic accident, the Sharples family has selflessly
campaigned and raised money for charities both directly linked
to the events, and also ones close to their heart. These have
included Bolton Hospital Trauma Unit, Transplant Sport, Whizz
Kids, Children With Cancer, Brake and When You Wish Upon A
Star. Their generosity and kindness have inspired many of
Jonny’s friends to set challenges of their own, contributing to the
thousands already raised by the Sharples family.

range of cycling experience and for some the ride will represent a
gruelling challenge, but one befitting of Jonny’s passionate and
determined personality.
The group consists of Jay Murray, Nick Holt, Andrew Hodgson,
Jonny Parkinson, Oliver Relph, Ben Murphy, Andy Pantelides
and Tom Waugh; all of whom were friends of Jonny’s from Bolton
School. During the ride, they will be backed up by their support
van, driven by Jonny’s mum and dad, Dave and Cath.
After discussion with Jonny’s parents, the group will be raising
money for When You Wish Upon A Star, a charity granting wishes
for children with

To mark the ten year anniversary, a group of Jonny’s closest

life-threatening

friends have decided to embark upon a 250 mile cycle ride to

illnesses. The

London, starting at the Sharples family home, and ending at

group has a

Jonny’s beloved West Ham United. Day 1 will see the group of

JustGiving web

eight friends leave Bolton on the 85 mile first leg to Sudbury.

page and any

Following this, day 2 will see a further 75 miles covered as they

donations

cycle to Towcester. The final day will see their tired legs make

would

one last eﬀort to the Olympic Park, where both friends and family

greatly

of Jonny will meet to watch West Ham play Brighton at the

appreciated

London Stadium on Friday 20 October. The group has a varied

here.

be
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Community Theatre Project: A Role for Everyone

A

s part of their 2017/18 School Residency Programme, RoughHouse Theatre
will develop a brand-new piece of verbatim theatre about Boltonians, played by
Boltonians, with material generated by the wider Bolton community. Using the
1937 Mass Observation project that originated in Bolton as a starting point, the
theatre company and School will embark upon a series of interviews, assignments
and interactive pop-up events that will place focus upon the people and
communities of Bolton, 80 years after the original project. You can find out more
about the Mass Observation Project here.
Material for the project will be generated within Schools across Bolton, via pop-up
‘memory cafes’ at our local theatre and digitally, via questionnaires drawn from the
ongoing MO Project curated by the University of Sussex. We would like to oﬀer the
whole School community an opportunity to contribute to the project in some way.
We believe that the project is an exciting opportunity for our pupils and the School
community to collectively and creatively connect to our locality and local history.
MO questionnaires will be circulated on a monthly basis by email, October 2017 to
March 2018; if you would like to contribute your thoughts to the project, please
complete any or all of the questionnaires as they are released and submit them
to info@roughhousetheatre.com. You will be able to track the project’s process
and read about upcoming events via the School newsletter and via School’s social
media platforms.
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Assembly Marks 166th Birthday

A

special assembly delivered by Headmaster Mr. Britton marked the 166th
birthday of Lord Leverhulme, who played a pivotal role in the re-foundation of
Bolton School just over a century ago. Whilst many pupils were familiar with his
project at nearby Port Sunlight and some knew of his involvement with Leverburgh
in the Outer Hebrides, few knew of his work further afield in Leverville in what was
the Belgian Congo (and is now Lusanga in the Democratic Republic of Congo). Mr.
Britton explained how from 1911-21, Leverhulme’s main focus was on improving
profits by sourcing and supplying palm oil to his Wirral soap-producing factories.
The boys learnt how Leverhulme travelled to Africa in his pursuit of palm oil and
after initially being rebuﬀed in Nigeria, he gained permission from King Leopold of
Belgium to develop his own plantation in the Belgian Congo. The Headmaster
explained the concept of a Victorian patrician who wanted to do good to people
rather than for people; however, there was unrest in the Congo as the indigenous
population that had owned the land suddenly became wage earners! Opened
earlier this year on the site of Unilever’s first plantation in the Democratic Republic
of Congo, a “White Cube” represents the cornerstone of the Lusanga International
Research Centre for Art and Economic Inequality and oﬀers a space for reflection
on the past.
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2018 Book Award Shortlist Revealed

T

he six books and authors shortlisted for the 2018 Bolton
Children’s Fiction Award have been revealed at a ceremony
which took place at Bolton School. The event was attended by
Girls’ and Boys’ Division pupils in Year 7. It was a pleasure to
welcome first-time author Matt Killeen, whose book Orphan
Monster Spy will be released in March 2018, for this exciting
occasion and to kick-start the award for 2018.
The shortlist features some challenging reads. However, the
popularity of the 2017 winner, Jessica’s Ghost by Andrew
Norriss, showed the librarians on the selection panel that young
people are not afraid to confront serious issues in their reading.
Mrs. Maria Howarth, the Head Librarian, said, “Some of the
themes covered in this year’s list are racism and violence, anxiety
and OCD, homelessness, cyber issues and bereavement, but
these are balanced with hope, determination and resilience. With
the shortlist, we hope to demonstrate that there is a place for
popular fiction, but also a place for fiction which will stretch and
challenge young readers. We hope that the titles will encourage
discussion in schools and book groups and oﬀer opportunities
for cross-curricular working.”
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Matt talked about the inspirations behind his book,
Orphan Monster Spy, before going on to speak about the Award.
He described some of the activities that took place last year to tie
in with the 2017 shortlist: these included a cockroach-handling
session, imaginary map-making and discussion of time travel! He
then went on to reveal the books that are shortlisted for
the Award this year.
The shortlisted books for 2018 are:
The Hypnotist by Laurence Anholt
Caged by Theresa Breslin
Letters from the Lighthouse by Emma Carroll
The Jamie Drake Equation by Christopher Edge
Instructions for a Second-hand Heart by Tamsyn Murray
Goldfish Boy by Lisa Thompson

In May, young people across Bolton will vote for their favourite
books and the winner will be announced at an Award Ceremony
on 4 July. Pupils who attend will have the opportunity to meet the
shortlisted authors, talk about their favourite books and enjoy
workshops.
Around 20 secondary schools in and around Bolton annually take
part in the Award. Last year, Beaumont Primary School
participated for the first time, shadowing the Award and attending
the Award Ceremony at the end of the year. Interested primary
schools are encouraged to take part using a shorter list of books:
p l e a s e c o n t a c t M r s . H o w a r t h f o r m o re i n f o r m a t i o n
(mhowarth@boltonschool.org).

Mrs. Howarth added, “This has been the most hotly debated
shortlist amongst the selection panel, both for which books to
include and also for those which we had to omit. We’ve had to
leave out some really great books this year, but this means that
we have a shortlist of fantastic books!”
There was lots of excitement at Bolton School, with boys and
girls clamouring to buy or borrow copies of the books even at the
end of the launch ceremony!
Pupils will now start to read and review the shortlist. They will be
encouraged to follow the School’s Twitter feed @BoltonSchoolLib
and the hashtag #BCFA2018 for updates throughout the year.
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New Cricketing Kid on the Block

P

raharsh Parikh, a Year 11 pupil is the latest potential “star” player to come
oﬀ their cricketing conveyor belt, following in the footsteps of England’s youngest
opening batsman Haseeb Hameed and the Parkinson brothers, Matthew and
Callum, who play for Lancashire and Leicestershire respectively. Over the summer,
Praharsh has represented the Best of Bunbury (England) Under 15s, which is used
as a trial for selecting England Under 16s for the following summer, North of
England Under 15s, Lancashire County Under 15s, Bolton School and Winton CC
First XI. He was the highest wicket taker for the North of England Under 15s with
his best figures being 3 wickets for 5 runs; he was the highest wicket taker for
Lancashire County Under 15s with best figures of 3 for 26; and highest wicket
taker for Winton CC with best figures of 7 for 50 and 5 for 32.
Looking ahead to next summer, Praharsh has been invited to be a practice bowler
for the IPL team Rising Pune Supergiants in India - the youngest and only oﬀ
spinner from the UK. He has also been invited to play three key fixtures for a
premier division senior cricket team in Kenya as an overseas pro with a contract.
He is now in the England Development Programme and the Elite Player
Programme with Lancashire County Cricket Club.
Reflecting on his progress, his father, Gunjan, said: “As a parent, we would
sincerely like to thank the School and all the staﬀ. Praharsh has improved,
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progressed and matured as a good human being, which has
reflected in his confidence, discipline and attitude towards cricket
and academic studies. All this has been possible as Bolton
School has provided an amazing environment to grow an
individual.”
After his debut for England last winter, in which he was praised by
Indian captain Virat Kohli, Haseeb has struggled a little this
season with an injury he picked up on tour. This interrupted his
early season training and his form in the opening four day games
s u ﬀe r e d ,
causing him to
lose his
England place,
but recent
scores of 77
and 88 have
brought him
back into the
international
frame and he is
likely to travel
with

the

England Lions

Ashes tour. Matthew Parkinson has progressed well at
Lancashire, taking 15 wickets in a number of 4 dayers at an
average of 31 and 14 wickets in T20 cricket at an average of
13.85 and an eﬃcient economy rate of 6.06. His best figures were
4 for 23. Brother Callum, who moved from Derbyshire to
Leicestershire after impressing on his Derbyshire debut when he
took 7 wickets and scored 48 not out. He has recorded an
average of 38.5 with the bat over 5 four day matches and in T20,
which he has played more games in, took 15 wickets at an
average of 25 with an economy rate of 8.

if he does not

Another current player at Bolton School to watch is Rehan

make the full

Udwadia, who is with Lancashire’s Academy and has played

national team

twice for Lancashire’s second team; he was the School’s leading

for this winter’s

run scorer over the summer.
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Inspiration from Olympic and Commonwealth Athletes

F

uture sports stars from Bolton School have been inspired
by a visit from Kelly Massey, an Olympic medal winner and Dave
Readle, a two-sport international and Commonwealth Games
athlete.
Year 11 boys, Year 5 girls and elite athletes from the Girls’

latecomer to athletics, she put her social life to one side and
started competing internationally at 21 years of age and by 2008
was beginning to think about making it to an Olympic Games.
After Commonwealth success, she was told to aim high by Dave
Readle, sport and fitness psychologist, and so she strove to put
everything into alignment to progress from being a
Commonwealth athlete to an Olympian.

Division Senior School were told by Kelly that “no-one is going to
hand it to you. You need to find opportunities and take them. If
you put in the extra eﬀort, it opens doors for you." Kelly won a
bronze medal for GB in Rio in 2016 when she ran in the 400m
relay team. She also has silver and bronze medals in the 4 x
400m from the last two Commonwealth gatherings, European
gold and bronze medals and a silver from the indoor version.
Reflecting on her Rio adventure, she said she went as one of a
team of eight that was whittled down to six and then four to run
in the 400m relay. She cited hard work and being a team player
as the reasons why she made the final team. Kelly told the pupils
that people often use excuses not to put themselves forward –
be it shyness or embarrassment or not wanting to do what
others aren’t doing or laziness or lack of motivation. A relative
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Dave Readle emphasised the importance of recognising

work as a performance psychologist for British Cycling in 2008

opportunities and taking them. Referencing his upbringing in

before ending up, six stones lighter, as a cyclist himself and

Liverpool, he told how sport helped keep him on the straight and

winning a silver in the World Championships in the tandem

narrow and how he got into training, boxing and basketball in his

1000m time trial. By 2012 he was part of the Olympic and

early years and then in 1992, aged 12, he saw Linford Christie in

Paralympic support staﬀ rather than a competitor and by 2013 he

action and started to think, how do you get to an Olympic

was working with Kelly.

Games? Beefing up to 20 stones, he became a shot-putter and
was on the brink of making the 2002 Commonwealths in
Manchester when he ripped his pectoral muscle clean oﬀ his
chest whilst bench pressing. Thinking his moment had passed he
retired at 22 years of age and then trained to become a teacher
and subsequently a sport and fitness psychologist and starting

Taking questions, Kelly said the quickest she had run the 100m
was 11.9 seconds and her record for the 400m was 51.9
seconds; Dave said, in his prime, he had managed the 100m in
10.9 seconds. Kelly said she had been lucky in terms of injuries
only suﬀering glandular fever, lyme disease and tonsillitis. Asked if
she enjoyed being an athlete, she answered honestly saying
“sometimes I do, sometimes I don’t”. The more pressure there is,
the less enjoyable it is, but she said the stress dissipates in the
half hour before a race as soon as she is in the warm-up bubble.
In terms of keeping sponsors on board, she said you need to be
good, especially on Instagram!
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